
MINUTES 
PLANNING COMMISSION 

SEPTEMBER 6, 2018 
LAKEWOOD CITY HALL 

7:00 P.M. 
AUDITORIUM 

(Recording is available) 

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. 

1. Roll Call 

Members Present 
Kyle Baker 
Glenn Coyne, Vice Chair 
Lou McMahon 
Monica Rossiter 

Others Present 
Katelyn Milius, City Planner, Secretary 
Bryce Sylvester, Director of Planning and Development 
Jennifer Swallow, Chief Assistant Law Director 
Mark Papke, City Engineer 
Michael Molinski, City Architect/Building Commissioner 

A motion was made by Mr. McMahon, seconded by Mr. Coyne to EXCUSE the absence of William 
Gaydos. All of the members voting yea, the motion passed. 

2. Approve the Minutes of the August 2, 2018 Meeting 

A motion was made by Mr. McMahon, seconded by Ms. Rossiter to APPROVE the minutes of the August 
2, 2018 meeting. Mr. Baker, Mr. McMahon, Ms. Rossiter voting yea, and Mr. Coyne abstaining,· the 
motion passed. 

3. Opening Remarks 

Ms. Milius read the opening remarks. 

NEW BUSINESS 
CONDITIONAL USE 
4. Docket No. 09-24-18 

14233 Detroit Avenue 
Lucky Sparrow Tattoo I Chronic Tattoo 

Anthony DeRigo, Chronic Tattoo Lucky Sparrow Tattoo, applicant requests the review and 
approval of conditional use permit in order to open a tattoo and piercing establishment, pursuant 
to section 1129.02 - principal and conditional permitted uses and section 1161.03(z) - body art 
establishments. The property is located in a C2, Retail district. (Page 3) 

Anthony DeRigo, Lucky Sparrow Tattoo, applicant was present to explain the request. 

Ms. Milius outlined the requirements. The Planning Commission members ("members") inquired about 
the staff, number of customers per day, days of operation, disposal of waste. 

Public comment was closed. Administrative staff said there were no concerns as long as the 
establishment's operations met and maintained the requirements of 1161.03(z). The members had no 
further questions. 



A motion was made by Mr. McMahon, seconded by Ms. Rossiter to APPROVE the request as presented. 
All of the members voting, the motion passed. 

PLANNED DEVELOPMENT 
8. Docket No. 09-28-18 

14519 Detroit Avenue 
One Lakewood Place 

George Papandreas, Carnegie Management and Development Corp., applicant requests the 
review and approval of a mixed-use development consisting of approximately 180,000 square 
feet of commercial space, 200 multifamily units, .5 acres of public space and a structured parking 
solution providing at least 71 O parking spaces, pursuant to section 1156 - planned development. 
The property is located in a C1, Office district. (Page 52) 

Bryce Sylvester and Katelyn provided an introduction to the project. The planning process was expected 
to last several months. The primary focus of the meeting would be the proposed uses element. 

George Papandreas, Executive Vice President, Carnegie Management and Development Corp., 
applicant, David Parrish, RDL Architects, and Raymond Lloyd were present to explain the various aspects 
of the project. 

Michael Molinski outlined the development objectives and design processes. 

Members asked for details about storm water management, dedicated parking spaces of the liner units, 
bicycle/pedestrian infrastructure, number of proposed parking spaces, pedestrian bridge, specifics of 
alleyway, winter garden, green space, ADA parking location, attached garages for residential units, snow 
removal, daytime and nighttime population, number of for sale and rental units, and where will the refuse 
collection be done for the residential units. 

Public comment was taken. Members had additional questions: number of required spaces, Uber drop
off on site, charging stations. The questions presented by the Planning Commission and the public were 
answered as follows by Mr. Papandreas, Mr. Parrish, and administrative staff: 
• How do residents access the liner units along the garage? 

o The configuration is a work in progress that will be addressed in the future. The current 
parallel parking spaces on Marlowe Avenue will remain. 

• Are there two levels to the pedestrian bridge? How does it work? 
o No decision has been made as to if there will be one or two. levels. It depends on the 

tenants. 
• Is the east/west service alley a dedicated right-of-way or private drive? 

o No decision has been made at this time. 
• What is the concept of the winter garden? 

o It is a descriptive term of a circulation lobby that serves multiple purposes. Within it would be 
escalators and/or elevators. Part of it would serve as an indoor dining patio for the 
restaurants. Essentially it is a four-season room. It acts as a central spine for the vertical 
and horizontal surfaces. 

• Were there attached garages on the residential units, would the garages be visible from the street? 
o There are attached garages that would be access from the back driveway, not Belle or 

Marlowe. The garages would not be seen from Marlowe or Belle Avenues; there would be a 
front porch with stairs and/or stoops allowing entrance to a front door. 

• Is there an estimation of daytime and night time population? 
o Those numbers would be dependent upon the tenants. 

• Is there a breakdown of rental versus sale of the properties? 



o There is not a breakdown at this time, but there is a quota that must be met requiring fee 
ownerships. 

• Regarding the top level of the parking garage; is there flexibility for its use, and could there be a 
green space? 

o As the design evolves, the intent is to incorporate a green space including on top of the 
residential units. 

Ms. Milius stated there were several questions about traffic, and its impact would be examined fully in a 
traffic impact study. 

• How many entrances and exits to the site were planned? 
o There were four access points to the development, plus four access points to the garage. 

This will be addressed in the traffic impact study. 
• How is refuse collection to be handled? 

o No plans have been finalized. 
• What were the specifics about ADA parking? 

o No plans had been finalized. 
• Are there design considerations to counter vehicular headlights affecting the surrounding residential 

areas? 
o The design of the units prevents headlight spillage onto the surrounding residential areas. If 

an issue were to arise onto the southern edge into the back yards on Belle and Marlowe 
Avenues, a buffer would be provided. This was a design feature that was yet to be 
determined, along with landscaping. 

• What are the setbacks of the residential units? 
o Along with front porches, landscaping will be integrated into the streetscape on Belle and 

Marlowe Avenues. 
• Regarding demolition of the former Lakewood Hospital, what are the work dates, hours and days of 

the week? 
o The demolition dates have not been set but are expected to commence this winter. 

Abatement of the building will start this fall (2018) and will be done by a qualified contractor. 
The hours allowed are 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monday through Saturday - no work is allowed 
on Sundays or Holidays. Mr. Sylvester stated the city will contact the immediate 
neighborhood around the site to schedule a specific construction activity meeting. 

Ms. Milius said there will be a photometric study to address any lighting issues, such as light intrusion 
upon the residential properties. 

• What about the minimums that were seen in the term sheets originally versus the square footage and 
number of proposed units? 

o The current numbers reflect what were planned originally in the Carnegie proposal. The 
numbers presented in the term sheet are set up as minimums for the site. 

• When were the two Marlowe Avenue homes purchased, and what was the process? 
o Carnegie stated homes came into contract within the past thirty days and are subject to 

review, due diligence investigations, and forward movement of the development. 
• Was there a deadline for public comments? 

o There is no deadline for public comments. If received before the meeting, they will be 
acknowledged and read. If after the meeting, they will be presented at the next Planning 
Commission meeting. 

• Has there been thought to reduce vehicular driving and scale of parking on the site? 
o This has been a fundamental consideration and much thought has been put to making it a 

pedestrian-friendly site, including bicycle stations, integration of public transportation. 
• Have single-family homes been considered on the southern side of the site? 



o There is flexibility in that option but (the developers) are not in the position to address it at this 
time. 

• Due to there being more single-family homes on Marlowe Avenue that start immediately south of the 
commercial corridor on Detroit Avenue which differ from those on Belle Avenue, please address the 
concerns regarding the retail and six-story height of the building with little setback. 

o Carnegie and RDL will examine the issue further. 
• Would they be able to save the fa9ade and incorporate it into the design? 

o If the fa9ade were saved, they could not deliver the half acre front community space. There 
would be a question of the integrity of the wall. The Curtis Block building would represent the 
historical aspect of the project. The developer attempted to incorporate the fa9ade into their 
design - a colonnade in the corner and use of brick as pavers; use of the actual fa9ade would 
be problematic. 

• How many stories of the buildings were there? 
o Along Detroit Avenue would be two levels of retail and four levels of office space. The center 

portion of the apartment building would have nine stories. The flats would have three stories. 
A portion of two stories of the parking garage were below grade, as permitted by the 
topography. 

• Would the garage be allowed for public use, would it be available 24/7? 
o Parking was required for the office, retail and residential components. There will be a 

significant portion designated to public use. Parking would be available all of the time. 
Additionally, parking would be available for use by the Cleveland Clinic. As part of the city's 
agreement with Cleveland Clinic, 75 spaces were allocated to the clinic. 

• From the residential component, what market sector are you attempting to attract? 
o Millennials, families, young professionals, and empty-nesters. 

• Who owns the property? 
o It is owned by the City of Lakewood and would be transferred to Carnegie Management. 

• How will the rent and mortgages fit into the surrounding neighborhood? 
o Unsure at this time. There is a prediction of the rental rates, and idea of the fee ownership 

prices. Mortgage rates would be up to the individual financing. Rental rates are competitive; 
this will be an upscale product. Surrounding property values will be increased. 

• Is there an estimation of the number of additional students who will attend Grant Elementary School? 
o Unknown at this time, research will be done. 

• How will noise emitted from the public space be controlled? What about noise from the garage, and 
its effect on the adjacent neighborhood? What about noise from the condominiums, and the effect on 
the neighbors to the south? 

o Potential noise issues will require further study. However, the liner units and garage structure 
should be a buffer to prevent noise trespass. 

• Has there been consideration for a designated UBER location? 
o It's a great idea. 

• What about a charging station? 
o It's already a consideration for the site. 

• Is it feasible to advertise the upcoming meetings in the city's water bill or posting of a notice in the 
library? 

o Those are good ideas and will be explored. 

Mr. Sylvester commented on the question about the number of required parking spaces on the site. 
Determination for the number of parking spaces will be discussed in depth at future meetings. Regarding 
the privately-owned parking garage behind Center North, the city was aware of its need for repairs and 
had notified the owner. It was not part of the current project. 

• Will the proposed plaza remain privately owned? 



o Yes. There are clauses in the agreement which state the plaza will remain a public use 
space. 

Mr. Sylvester addressed issues raised in e-mail submitted to Planning: 
• "Why was the information available utilizing social media exclusively? Why wasn't an effort made to 

insure that all Lakewood residents were made aware of the development plans?" 
o Expanding on an earlier comment about public notice letters and the website, other avenues 

of communication will be explored. He maintained the best way to get updates was to 
register one's e-mail on the website. 

• "Who owns the property - the city of Lakewood or Cleveland Clinic?" 
o The city owns it currently and will be transferred to the developer. 

• "Will hospital building demolition be paid using Lakewood taxpayer money?" 
o No. Per the master agreement with the Cleveland Clinic and the Lakewood Hospital 

Association set aside $7,000,000 for the redevelopment of the project. The money will be 
used for demolition and inside preparation work. 

• "Is it true that the developer will only need to pay $1.00 for the property?" 
o The developer will pay a nominal amount to the city. The fair market appraisal of the property 

was $5.2 million. The cost of the abatement and demolition was $7 million. The site does 
not have value. 

• "What is going to happen to the homes on the blocks of Belle and Marlowe located between Detroit 
and Franklin?" 

o They will remain single privately owned family homes. 
• "If homes need to be demolished to allow space for the development, will the current residents be 

adequately compensated for their property?" 
o No additional homes will be taken. 

• "The project plan indicates that 5 acres of public space will be used in addition to the 180,000 square 
feet of commercial space, 200 multi-family units, and the 710 car garage. Therefore, what are the 
boundaries of the entire project? How far will it expand in each direction?" 

o There might have been a typo as the plan is for a half-acre for the public space. 
• "How will construction be managed to minimize damage to streets from heavy equipment, noise 

pollution, and particle pollution from the building demolition?" 
o A construction management plan will be developed, and a community meeting will be 

scheduled. 
• "Once the project is completed, how will traffic be managed ... ?" 

o Traffic will be addressed through the traffic study. 
• "Does the Planning Commission have any commitments from commercial space tenants?" 

o The developer had started to do outreach for retail, commercial and brokerage firms. 

Responding to a second e-mail submitted to Planning, Ms. Milius said it addressed much the same issues 
as the previous letter, and questions had been answered already. Both e-mails had been distributed to 
the members prior to the review meeting and would be made part of record. 

Members thanked the applicants and the members of the public for their comments and courteous 
demeanor. Everyone was reminded of the ABR meeting on September 13th, 2018 when discussion of 
design would ensue. 

A motion was made by Mr. Coyne, seconded by Ms. Rossiter to DEFER the item until the meeting of 
October 4, 2018. All of the members voting yea, the motion passed. 

Items 5, 6, and 7 were called together as it is the same project. 

CONDITIONAL USE 
5. Docket No. 09-25-18 



14115 Detroit Avenue 
Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers 

Drew Gatliff, RCO Limited, applicant requests the review and approval for drive-through service 
at the location of a new 3,340 square foot restaurant, pursuant to section 1129.02 - principal and 
conditional permitted uses and section 1161.03(y) - drive-through facility. The property is located 
in a C3, General Business district. (Page 19) 

CONDITIONAL USE 
6. Docket No. 09-26-18 

14115 Detroit Avenue 
Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers 

Drew Gatliff, RCO Limited, applicant requests the review and approval for outdoor dining at the 
location of a new 3,340 square foot restaurant, pursuant to section 1129.02 - principal and 
conditional permitted uses and section 1161.03(t) - outdoor/seasonal dining facility. The property 
is located in a C3, General Business district. (Page 30) 

PARKING PLAN REVIEW 
7. Docket No. 09-27 -18 

14115 Detroit Avenue 
Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers 

Drew Gatliff, RCO Limited, applicant requests the review and approval of a parking plan at the 
location of a new 3,340 square foot restaurant, pursuant to section 1143.09 - parking plan review. 
The property is located in a C3, General Business district. (Page 41) 

Drew Gatliff, RCO Limited, applicant was present to provide background to the business and explain the 

project. 

Ms. Milius advised the members there were three different items for the project. At the evening's meeting, 
administrative staff focused on two of them: The Conditional Use for a Drive-Through Facility - 1161.03(y) 
and Parking Plan Review - 1143.09. Traffic Impact Analysis and Photometric Study had yet to be 

provided. 

Members commented the front patio enhanced the establishment by giving it more of a restaurant feel. 

Public comment was taken. Administrative staff and the applicant addressed questions and issues 
expressed by the public: 

• Traffic concerns about exiting left onto Parkhaven Row; traffic concerns were expanded to Manor 
Park Avenue and Bunts Road. 

o A traffic study is required. 

• Concerns about lighting. 
o A photometric study is required. 

• Noise pollution. 
o The applicant stated the majority of the noise came from the menu boards. Drive-through 

hours were restricted, landscaped screening would buffer the sound. 

• The city's design guidelines and standards put the pedestrian and walkability first. 
o If the number of parking spaces were reduced, the employees would then be using the on

site parking spots. Additional landscaping was an option. Crosswalks could be added to the 
parking lot. 

• How many employees per shift were there? 



o 10 to 15. 
• Was reuse of the existing building a consideration? 

o It was but it is not designed as a drive-through. 50-60% of the business is drive-through. 
• How would you prevent right turns onto Parkhaven Row Avenue when patrons exit the 

establishment? Could patrons exit onto Detroit Avenue instead? 
o The option had been examined but was found to be infeasible. 

• Has there been extensive landscaping at other stores and has it been maintained? 
o Yes to both. Corporate representatives evaluate the stores twice a year. 

• Have you considered adding trees? 
o We would be glad to make that part of the plan. 

Ms. Milius addressed three e-mails that were submitted to Planning. They had been distributed to the 
members prior to the review meeting and would be made part of record. 
• There would be a lot of trash around the neighborhood. 

o There are dedicated employees who maintain trash on the patio and inside the dining area. 
Trash cans are placed around for use by patrons. 

• There was concern about the smell of fried foods. 
o The exhaust fan is the same as used at other establishments. 

Understanding that some of the questions could not be answered, members asked the following: 
• What was volume of patrons at peak hours (drive-through versus dining on-site)? 

o Peak time drive-through is 100 cars per hour. 

• How long does it take to complete a drive-through order? 
o Three minutes, twenty seconds for some times, and thirty to forty-five seconds per car for 

peak time. 
• Where and when will there be delivery trucks? 
• Would there be pedestrian access from Parkhaven Row? 
• Is there on-street parking on Detroit Avenue and would it be included in the count? 
• Was the ingress on Detroit Avenue and egress onto Parkhaven Row? 

o They were planning two-way traffic from and onto Detroit Avenue and Parkhaven Row. 
• The turning radius from Parkhaven Row into the drive-through lane looked tight. 

o The applicant said it was. 
• There was potential for right-of-way conflicts. 

o The applicant agreed and said they were considering options. 
• What is the typical of car stacking for two-lanes at other stores? 

o It goes from two-lanes for ordering to one-lane for pick-up. Discussion continued about the 
number of stacked cars. 

Again, members thanked the applicants and the members of the public for their thoughtful questions and 
courteous demeanor. They could expect to see revised plans as a result of the questions and concerns 
raised about the pedestrian right-of-way. Bike boxes and public art should be incorporated, move the 
trash enclosure closer to Detroit Avenue. 

A motion was made by Mr. Coyne, seconded by Mr. McMahon to DEFER Docket No. 09-25-18, Docket 
No. 09-26-18, and Docket No. 09-27-18 until the October 4, 2018 meeting. All of the members voting 
yea, the motion passed. 

ADJOURN 

A motion was made by Mr. Coyne, seconded by Mr. Baker to ADJOURN the meeting at 10:16 P.M. All of 
the members voting yea, the motion passed. 
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Schwarz, Johanna 

From: Jan Meidema <dharmaquest2013@yahoo.com> 
Wednesday, September 5, 2018 9:26 PM Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Planning Dept; commrel@lakewood.net; DCD; Mayor's Office 
Concerns to be addressed at meeting of 9-6-2018 6:30 PM 

As a resident of the 1500 block of Belle Avenue in Lakewood, Ohio, here is a list of some of my concerns regarding the 
"multi-family development project" to be implemented on the property formerly known as The Lakewood Community 
Hospital and all homes on the Belle/Marlowe block: 

1 - The letter, dated August 2ih, was sent out and delivered late or, in most cases, did not 

make it into the mail boxes of those directly affected. Since this has happened many times 

before, it appears to be by design. Is this the city's idea of decent and proper notification? 

2 - I take issue with the city's assertion of eminent domain for a strictly private development 

project despite its claims of "public space". 

3 - How will our city benefit economically from such development and what is the projected 

retail value of the new housing development? 

4 - Why would the city give away a property valued at 23.4 million dollars to a 

developer for only $1.00? Where is that 23.4 million dollars going? Will this vast savings be directed 

by the city toward the residents who are being displaced? 

5 - How is disposal of hazardous material such as ASBESTOS being addressed and what health 

hazards are posed to citizens living in the vicinity during demolition over the next year? 

6 - Traffic issues on Detroit and Franklin, specifically, are going to be problematic in what is 

already a congested area. Soon, all of Lakewood will be congested and more commercial 

than residential. 

1 



7 - Noise. We, the people who live in the immediate area and within 6-8 city blocks will have to 

suffer through demolition and constant daytime noise for approximately 2 years. 

8 - Many residents affected have recently made expensive and extensive improvements to their houses in 

the past year or two. Had they had prior notice, would they have done so? 

9 - The city is still granting low interest loans for home improvements to those unaware of 

what is about to take place on this block. Is this right or decent? It is unconscionable. 

1 O - Most importantly, to those who were about to sell or are in the process of trying to sell their houses 

in what is a Seller's Market, will they fall victim to a huge financial loss? A home on the 1600 block of 

Belle Avenue just sold for $285,000.00 - 3 bedrooms and far less "house" than many on this block. 

Houses in this area with 4+ bedrooms, finished attics, family rooms, updates, etc. could easily sell now 

for over $300,000.00. 

11- Will those who are about to be forced out of their homes be fairly compensated by the City of Lakewood 

for the loss of their properties as well as the cost of relocation? 

12 - What time-frame is planned for demolishing our houses and we will we be informed in a timely 

manner or are the residents who are directly affected by the city's decision in for another surprise? 

Thank you. 
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September 6, 2018 

Donna Hoder 
163 9 Belle Ave. 
Lakewood, OH 44107 

Planning Commission 
City of Lakewood 
12650 Detroit Ave. 
Lakewood, OH 44107 

Re: Docket No. 009-28-18, 14519 Detroit, One Lakewood Place 

Directed to: Lakewood City Planning Commission 

I was recently informed that the City Planning Commission will be conducting a Review Meeting of 
the One Lakewood Place development plans on September 6th. As per the instructions in the August 
2ih letter concerning the meeting, I'm submitting my questions and concerns. 

I'm one of the Belle residents that was unaware of the One Lakewood Place development plans. I didn't 
become aware of the plans until I read the August 2ih letter from the City Planning Commission. 
Needless to say, I was shocked since I had no knowledge of the plans whatsoever. I talked with my 
neighbors, and they were also unaware. 

After reading the August 2ih letter, I "googled" One Lakewood Place. It was only after doing an 
internet search, that I learned of the details. It should be noted that not all Lakewood residents rely 
exclusively on social media as their main source of information. That particularly applies to important 
information from City Hall. It would have been helpful to have the development plan information 
shared with Lakewood residents using both social media, and also traditional methods of 
communication. 

Following is my list of questions, and concerns: 

1.) Why was the information available utilizing social media exclusively? Why wasn't an effort made 
to insure that all Lakewood residents were made aware of the development plans? 
2.) Who owns the property-the city of Lakewood or the Cleveland Clinic? 
3.) Will hospital building demolition be paid using Lakewood taxpayer money? 
4.) Is it true that the developer will only need to pay $1. 00 for the property? 
5.) What is going to happen to the homes on the blocks of Belle and Marlowe located between Detroit 
and Franklin? 
6. If homes need to be demolished to allow space for the development, will the current residents be 
adequately compensated for their property? 
8.) The project plan indicates that 5 acres of public space will be used in addition to the 180,000 square 
feet of commercial space, 200 multi-family units, and the 710 car garage. Therefore, 
what are the boundaries of the entire project? How far will it expand in each direction? 
9.) How will construction be managed to minimize damage to streets from heavy equipment, noise 
pollution, and particle pollution from the building demolition? 



10.) Once the project is completed, how will traffic be managed or redirected so that residents will not 
be adversely affected? That is especially important where children's safety is concerned. Many of the 
families on Belle have young children who play outside, and walk to and from school. If the garage 
has adequate space for 710 vehicles, that means traffic from those additional vehicles. 
11.) It would be beneficial to Lakewood residents if an Urgent Care facility were part of the 
development, especially since there will no longer be a hospital emergency room. Are there plans that 
type of tenant? 
12.) Does the Planning Commission have any commitments from commercial space tenants? 

Thank you for addressing my questions, and concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Donna Hoder 



Schwarz, Johanna 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ms Katelyn Milius, 

Benny Yiu < b-yiu@onu.edu > 

Wednesday, September 5, 2018 9:38 PM 
Planning Dept 

Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers 

I am writing to oppose the variance requested for the Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers on 14115 Detroit Ave for 
the drive thru, outdoor dining and parking plan. The review meeting that is set to be on September 6th. I believe 
that the building plans itself will cause substantial detriment to the image of Lakewood, OH, the public good 
and to the neighboring residential community. Attention-grabbing signs that are brightly lit to attract customers, 
the smell of grease in the air that is of nuisance similar to other foul odors, the noise of cars and normal business 
operations that will disturb the peace of surrounding homes and the constant flow of traffic by vehicles not foot 
which disregards the whole walkability structure of Lakewood. This type of proposed development is not 
sympathetic to the surrounding neighborhood and will cause unnecessary traffic disruptions, livability 
disturbances and goes against Lakewood's Community Vision of creating healthy, active friendly city. 

The developer and the city of Lakewood should look to another location that can provide economic incentive to 
the city but in a location that we can have a clear separation of commercial and residential development. The 
current proposed location should be denied. While the traffic in the area along Detroit Ave must be studied and 
addressed, the amount of traffic generated by this development should not be allowed to continue. This project 
does not explain or mention in detail the plans to improve the traffic, the wear and tear on the streets and what 
other benefits besides economically to Lakewood. We must recognize that the residents of Lakewood are 
already dealing with high volume traffic daily and this project will generate constant out-of-city vehicle and 
passerby foot traffic on neighborhood streets such as Parkhaven Row and Robinwood Ave. These streets are not 
able to handle the type or amount of traffic generated by this development and must be relocated to an area that 
can handle that traffic. 

Furthermore, it's clear that something will occupy the area on 14115 Detroit Ave. But please add a structure or 
business that adds to the quality of life to Lakewood residents in the surrounding area. 

Thank you for your attention, 

Benny Yiu 
1431 Parkhaven Row 
Lakewood, OH 44107 
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Schwarz, Johanna 

From: Anita Hear <anita.hear@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2018 9:52 PM 
Planning Dept 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers opening (meeting 09.06.2018) 

Hi Ms. Milius, 

I am writing to you in regards to my concern of the opening of a fast food restaurant just properties away from 
where I am residing. Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers (Docket No. 09-25-18, 09-26-18, 09-27-18) has plans to 
replace the former diner Bob Evans on 14115 Detroit Ave. A fast food restaurant opening will adversely affect 
the surrounding environment with the following: 

• Trash--With fast food comes more waste from wrappers, cups, bags, and boxes. Especially with the 
outdoor dining proposal, I foresee more trashing blown into the neighborhood and into the streets 

• Noise--With fast food comes more noise from vehicles and/or customers which could cause a 
disturbance to the neighborhood 

• Dead-end street--Parkhaven Row is a dead end street. Many drivers already ignore the "No Outlet" sign 
and come zooming down the street only to find out (by slamming on their brakes ... screeeeeech) that it's 
a dead end. It is also common, that drivers use residents' driveways to back out back on to Detroit. The 
more vehicle.s that back out of your driveway the more wear it adds to it. 

• Smell (air quality)--While fried chicken and fries may smell good to those who drive by and visit, the 
grease and oil will have an adverse affect on residents living near by 

• "The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found that smoke from frying or grilling 
increases exposure to carbon monoxide and could affect the health of unborn babies. "--Fast Food 
Emissions 

• Community Health--There are more than 10 schools less than a mile away from this new location. How 
easy will it be for teachers, students, and staff to go have a quick lunch? While convenient, this might 
not be the healthiest option for meals. This could have a long-term impact on children who attend school 
in the local area and staff that is employed in the area. 

o https://www.pathway.com/blog/fast-food-and-obesity-the-cause-and-effect-relationship/ 
o https://stateofobesity.org/states/oh/ 

If you have any questions/concerns please don't hesitate to reach out again. 

Thanks, 
Anita 
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DNELDVE® 
OUALITY CHICKEN FINGER MEALS. WE SERVE ALWAYS FRESH, 

NEVER EVER FROZEN ' PREMIUM CHICKEN FINGERS, MARINATED 
FOR 24 HOURS, HAND-BATTERED AND COOKED TO ORDER. 

CRISP, CREAMY 
FRESH 

COLESLAW 

SECRET RECIPE 
HANDMADE 

CANE'S SAUCr 

THE PERFECT BOX 

FRESHLY-BREWED 
DAILY 

THIN, EXTRA LONG 
PREMIUM 
CRINKLE-CUT FRIES 

GOLDEN-BROWN 
BUTTERY 

TEXAS TOAST 

MARINATED 24 HOURS 
HAND-BATTERED 

COOKED TO ORDER CHICKEN 



IT ALL STARTED WITH A DREAM 
Todd's dream was to serve the highest quality, He worked long hours and manual labor He renovated an old building and opened 

premium chicken finger meals jobs to raise money first Raising Cane's in 1996 

1996 - 'Iha Motharship' at the North Gates of LSU 

Today - 330 Restaurants & Counting 

VISION 
TO GROW RESTAURANTS ALL 
OVER THE WORLD AND BE THE 
BRAND FOR QUALITY CHICKEN 
FINGER MEALS, A GREAT CREW, 
COOL CULTURE, AND ACTIVE 
COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT. 

~ 
roon GRAVES, FOUNDER, CEO, FRY COOK AHO CASHIER 
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ACTIVE COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT 

Raising Cane's is actively involved in the communities in 
which we do business. In 2016, we gave back $6.5 
million to communities in which we operate, and we 
have given back $5 million so far this year! 

SIX AREAS OF FOCUS: 

Education Feeding the Pet Welfare Active Entrepreneurship Everything 
Hungry Lifestyle else 

INTERNATIONAL 
Kllll\JAIT SAUDIARABIA 
BAHRAIN 
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NEW IN SALES 

RESTAURANTS 

&DD 1 BILLION 
RESTAURANTS CUSTOMERS 

SERVED WORLDWIDE 

830,000,000 
HAND-CRAFTED 

CHICBEN FINGER MEALS 
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30,000 
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Planning Commission 
September 6, 2018 

14233 DetroitAvenue 
Chronic Tattoo 

Conditional Use Body Art Establishment 
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14519 Detroit Avenue 
One Lakewood Place 

Planned Development Rezoning 
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Development Objectives 
• A mixed-use development that meets 

community employment, shopping, and 
service needs, including opportunities 
for existing Lakewood businesses to 
grow. 
Creatively integrate visionary 
architecture sympathetic to 
surrounding character and quality of 
Lakewood's building stock, including 
design elements of the original Hospital 
building. 
Relate to and activate the streetscape 
to generate street level activity, and 
provide for a safe and inviting 
pedestrian experience. 
Be a catalytic economic development 
project for Lakewood. 
Incorporate a multi-functional 
outdoor community gathering space. 
Position the development to respond to 
shifting market conditions. 
Sensitivity to the directly adjacent 
single-family neighborhood. 

Support environmentally sustainable 
development practices, including 
innovative storm water management 
techniques and energy efficient building 
practices that go beyond code 
requirements. 
Promote creative partnership structures to 
achieve a catalyst development project that 
builds upon the real estate development 
momentum in Downtown Lakewood. 

• Attract diverse businesses that provide 
residents with a wide range of options and 
services. 
Provide a variety of housing types that 
compliment available community housing 
options. 
Business terms that deliver tangible 
returns on public investments, including 
job creation, tax revenue, and property 
values. 
Recognize and restate the historical 
significance of the site for our community 
in built form. 

14519 DetroitAvenue 
One Lakewood Place 

Planned Development Rezoning 

9/7 /2018 
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Development Objectives 
A mixed-use development that meets 
community employment, shopping, and 
service needs, including opportunities 
for existing Lakewood businesses to 
grow. 
Creatively integrate visionary 
architecture sympathetic to 
surrounding character and quality of 
Lakewood's building stock, including 
design elements of the original Hospital 
building. 
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A mixed-use development that meets 
community employment, shopping, and 
service needs, including opportunities 
for existing Lakewood businesses to 
grow. 
Creatively integrate visionary 
architecture sympathetic to 
surrounding character and quality of 
Lakewood's building stock, including 
design elements of the original Hospital 
building. 
Relate to and activate the streetscape 
to generate street level activity, and 
provide for a safe and inviting 
pedestrian experience. 
Be a catalytic economic development 
project for Lakewood. 
Incorporate a multi-functional 
outdoor community gathering space. 
Position the development to respond to 
shifting market conditions. 
Sensitivity to the directly adjacent 
single-family neighborhood. 

Support environmentally sustainable 
development practices, including 
innovative storm water management 
techniques and energy efficient building 
practices that go beyond code 
requirements. 
Promote creative partnership structures to 
achieve a catalyst development project that 
builds upon the real estate development 
momentum in Downto\vn Lakewood. 
Attract diverse businesses that provide 
residents with wide range of options and 
services. 
Provide a that 
compliment available community housing 
options. 
Business terms that deliver tangible 
returns on public investments, including 
job creation. tax revenue, and property 
values. 
Recognize and restate the historical 
significance of the site for our community 
in built form. 
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RESTAURANTS 

14115 DetroitAve, 
Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers 

Parking Plan Review 

• /1: 
t!!, . ~ 

I:..-- -- - ---
•l"-•!W 

MIN. 1.0/1,000 SF CFA -48 SPACES PROVIDED .. • 
MAX. 2.5/t ,000 SF CFA (2 MJA SPACES) 

CANE'S • J,484Sf" • -4 MIN • 9 !JAX. S?ACES 

... , 1-43.05 Porking Spoce Moximum Vorioncc needed for 39 spaces, from 
moKimum of 9 spaces to .f8 spaces. 
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14115 DetroitAve, 
Raising Cane's Chicken Fingers 

Conditional Use-Outdoor Dining 

11801 Clifton Blvd 
Diner on Clifton 

Conditional Use Outdoor Dining 
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